
2 спальная комната городская тюрьма продается в Campoamor, Alicante

These spacious new 2 bedrooms, 2 bathroom Townhouses are situated on the Campoamor Golf resort in Residencial
Granada. With beautiful communal garden areas and swimming pools. Close to the bars, shops, and restaurants in the
Fuente centre. 

The properties comprise of a spacious lounge with dining area and patio doors leading to the large private garden,
separate kitchen with utility room and a guest bathroom.
The first floor comprises of a large bedroom with access to a sun terrace, a further double bedroom and a fully
equipped bathroom.

These spacious new 2 bedroom Campoamor Townhouses are available from only €195,250! 

Campoamor is situated in a distinct area neighboured with rich countryside. Being located there means that the resort
sits in beautifully consistent climates with more than sufficient sunshine, making it the perfect destination for a
getaway.

The spectacular traditional golf course of Campoamor, one of the top golf courses in Spain, overlooks the graceful
Mediterranean and is spoilt with the highest quality of maintenance and care, gratifying players who enjoy the active
outdoor lifestyle with a distance of 6533m and par of 73. Saying that, the structure is narrow and the preserved nature
comes as an obstacle more than anything, presenting a variety of difficulties for challengers of all abilities. Alongside
this, the Campoamor Golf Club Resort takes pride in the natural wind protection provided due to the fact that it is
surrounded by small hills and is between two valleys.

In the vicinity of Campoamor we find important tourist resorts of Guardamar del Segura y la Manga del Mar Menor,
the residential complexes of Campoamor, Cabo Roig and La Zenia, as well as the towns of Orihuela, Elche, Alicante,
Benidorm, Murcia and Cartagena, which provide a high level of services and offer the visitor a wide range of shopping
leisure and culture that is unbeatable.

Orihuela is a monumental town that should the highlighted for its important historic past. It has five National
Monuments: Cathedral (XII century), Iglesia de Santiago (XV century), Santo Domingo (XVI century); Iglesia de las Santas
Justa y Rufina (XIV century) and Episcopal Palace (XVIII century); as well as numerous museums and palaces.

Orihuela has 16 km of coast that covers cliffs with crystalline waters and fine sandy beaches, amongst which we can
highlight the beaches of Punta Prima, La Zenia, Cabo Roig, Campoamor, Playa Flamenca and Mil Palmeras which, year
after year, have obtained the status of European blue flag beaches.

  2 спальни   2 ванные комнаты   83,82m² Размер сборки
  Бассейн   Connected to electric mains   Municipal water/sewage
  Golf course   Balcony   Fitted wardrobes
  Utility room   Shutters   Investment opportunity
  Bright   Corner   Double glazing
  Panoramic view   Sea view   Near amenities
  Kitchen appliances   Aircondition, Provision   Heating, Provision
  Parking, Uncovered   Pool, Communal   Childrens playground

195.250€
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